THE
ADJACENT
POSSIBLE

Adjacent Possible

DIGITALLY PLATFORMED
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
ARE REWIRING CONSUMER
EXPECTATIONS. TO RESIST
COMPETITION, BANKS
NEED NEW PERSPECTIVES
AND FRESH THOUGHT
PROCESSES.
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Overview : Banking, the digital
customer experience revolution
and the Adjacent Possible1
Now, in 2016, we see every bank engaging with a
series of fundamental challenges. How should they
take best advantage of the digital revolution? How
can they harness its power to improve their customer
experience? What strategic directions should they
choose? We believe the best answers are contained in
an approach called the Adjacent Possible. The Adjacent
Possible provides a powerful conceptual framework for
a bank’s digital strategy. So what is this framework?
And how can it be applied? Answering these questions
requires some scene setting.

Today, customer experience is the
brand
Today, every industry understands this basic truth:
delivering an excellent customer experience is critical
to customer retention, growth and market share.
This is self-evident because the evidence itself is so
compelling. Intelligently applied, digital technologies
are providing customers with services that are clearly
superior. They are better in terms of scope, relevance
and personalisation. They can be delivered faster. And
they lead to more streamlined experiences. These
improvements are constant and they are happening in
every area of customers’ lives. In fact, the impact of
digital delivery is so profound that the experience it
creates and delivers becomes the brand itself. Given
the right approach to digital, the brand will be defined
by certainty of desired outcome, convenience of
delivery, and an elegant simplicity that is a pleasure to
experience.

“

THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL DELIVERY IS SO
PROFOUND THAT THE EXPERIENCE IT CREATES
AND DELIVERS BECOMES THE BRAND ITSELF.

The ‘adjacent possible’ theory was introduced by Stuart Kauffman in 2002. It proposes that biological systems are able to morph into complex systems by making incremental changes. Steven Johnson
used this concept in his book ‘Where Good Ideas Come From: the Natural History of Innovation’ in the business context, to describe generating new ideas.
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Evolution of connected
experiences

What are the implications for
banking?

We cannot overestimate just how much digital

Perhaps the most important is customer insight.

technologies are changing – rewiring - customer

Technology enables banks to develop understanding of

expectations.

what really matters to customers and what they want

But

the

digital

customer

service

experience didn’t happen overnight.

to achieve financially in their lives. In turn, this creates
opportunities to help customers reach their goals

Connected experiences are developing partly because

through highly targeted payments, loans, savings and

intelligent technologies are capable of automating

investment services and products. These don’t just

a large number of routine tasks. They learn our

sit on a virtual shelf, relying on the consumer to make

preferences as consumers. Then they apply their

the first move. The bank’s digital experience alerts

learning to adapt both the services we receive and the

customers to specific, relevant and personal offers.

ways we can receive them.

And it does so in the context of a seamless web of
information around finance; one that we can picture as a
near possibility today and a delivered reality tomorrow.
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Delivered reality
This delivered reality will happen as the result of an
exciting period in the evolution of financial services
scope and delivery. There is now a real chance for the
bank to take its place at the heart of the consumer’s
life. This will mean being there, digitally, to prompt key
decisions and support key life stages. The customer
experience will mean that every ‘money moment’
is optimised for the consumer, as it happens. And,
typically, there will be multiple money moments every
day of every customer’s life.
The technology possibilities make this is a plausible
scenario. But how likely is it in reality? How much of
an obstacle will consumer’s (often negative) attitudes to
their banks prove to be? And have banks already lost
the battle, given the appeal of ‘non-traditional’ offers
from players such as Google and Apple?
The truth is that banks, even in their ‘traditional’ form,
continue to play a critical role in people’s lives. And
they enjoy a profound, strong and unique advantage.
People trust them to look after their money, even
after financial upheavals and subsequent reputational

Success: One imaginative leap of
logic at a time
The most productive route is offered by the Adjacent
Possible, an idea best illustrated by high profile
examples from delivered reality. And Google is probably
the highest profile of all. Google started with the not
insignificant feat of creating the world’s best search
engine. Not content with that signature achievement,
they went beyond organisation and accessing of web
pages. In fact, they engaged with the task of structuring
the world’s information, one innovation at a time. They
did this by moving, logically, into adjacent areas.
These included Adwords and Gmail. Then they
extended into creating online maps. They effectively
made the world their own, with Google Earth. And they
initiated construction of driverless cars to drive around
it. Superficially, there’s a huge leap from a search
engine to a driverless engine. But Google’s progress
is really made up of logical, connected, adjacent steps
of experience. A common thread - of information
organisation - runs through everything that Google
does.

damage. For challengers, this sets the bar very high.
Trust is extremely difficult to replicate, especially for a
new offer competing with long established names. So
banks still retain a high degree of ‘trust equity’ with
their customers. How can they exploit this equity most
effectively, going forward?

“

SUPERFICIALLY, THERE’S A HUGE LEAP FROM
A SEARCH ENGINE TO A DRIVERLESS ENGINE.
BUT GOOGLE’S PROGRESS IS REALLY MADE
UP OF LOGICAL, CONNECTED, ADJACENT
STEPS OF EXPERIENCE.
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Google’s history is the story of the Adjacent Possible,
but it’s not the only one. Consider Amazon. They
started by selling books, then took one logical step
after another into adjacent markets and now they are
one of the world’s biggest cloud computing providers.
The pattern is relentless pursuit of service experience
innovation, moving ever outwards from the starting
point. And with all the steps joined up, they have led
to an ecosystem of businesses that give Amazon
enormous strength. Each of those businesses has taken
Amazon into an adjacent market. And each innovation
step has resulted from identifying an Adjacent Possible.
So, here we see the key principle at work: the examples
of Google and Amazon show that every connection we
make should open up more possibilities and strengthen
the whole.

“

THE PATTERN IS RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF
SERVICE EXPERIENCE INNOVATION, MOVING
EVER OUTWARDS FROM THE STARTING POINT.
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Customer service revolution
without core offer dilution

The future. Don’t invent it from
scratch

At this point, it’s fair to raise the issue of dilution. For

Successful Adjacent Possible-based innovation is

sure, Google and Amazon have made their vast leaps in

rarely achieved in a vacuum. Its real origins lie in what

service development work for customers globally, while

is already happening and in the approaches that are

building super-brands in the process. But couldn’t it all

already available. Today’s great companies are following

have gone horribly wrong? Was there not a huge risk

the path of innovation through reconfiguration.

of fatally diluting their core offer, of getting lost along
the way?

Steve Jobs unapologetically borrowed from others
to create a company that became the world’s most

There was risk, certainly. But it was mitigated by

valuable. Toyota took Just-in-Timeii management from

one crucial factor: brilliant identification of the most

the supermarket business and adapted a literally off-

productive possibilities to consider and exploit. Google

the-shelf approach for the automotive factory. The

and Amazon strategists keep the Adjacent Possible

result was a second revolution in vehicle making.

front and centre of mind at all times. They exploit it
to continuously add to a business ecosystem that

Taking good ideas, reconfiguring them as necessary,

provides yet more opportunities for growth.

then transplanting them into a different context
can nurture new and brilliant ideas. It’s a powerful

And it works, spectacularly. Clearly, there is no shortage

technique. And it most definitely applies to the banking

of high profile inspiration from outside banking.

industry. Take a thought-provoking example from

The question now is how should banks apply these

Atom Bank. They provide customers with a tool to

examples to their own business? How can they make

predict their balance over the coming months. That’s

the Adjacent Possible work for them?

innovative for consumer banking.

Revolutionary,

even. But it’s no different conceptually from Amazon
predicting what their users will buy tomorrow, based on
purchasing history. Or consider American Express and
the Facebook Messenger Bot they launched to help
card members keep track of their purchases. This is
the Adjacent Possible in action. Facebook has already
created the technology; now Amex extends it to offer a
relevant, customer experience enhancing service.

“

TAKING GOOD IDEAS, RECONFIGURING THEM
AS NECESSARY, THEN TRANSPLANTING THEM
INTO A DIFFERENT CONTEXT CAN NURTURE
NEW AND BRILLIANT IDEAS. IT’S A POWERFUL
TECHNIQUE.
“Just-in-Time” means making only what is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed. It has also been called the ‘Supermarket method’ because the idea behind it was borrowed from
supermarkets.” (Source: Toyota website)
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To summarise, the Adjacent Possible is a set of
potential opportunities, available to every player within
an industry. Exploiting the opportunities most effectively
means creating complementary connections, all leading

Co-creation: Becoming open to
‘the wisdom of customers’

logically from the service offer core. Some seriously

Co-creation starts with the realisation that customers

successful innovations result from identifying the next

are not a remote or anonymous group that has service

Adjacent Possibility, and then configuring existing

‘done to them’. They are a community of users. Banks

technologies to leverage it.

can open their metaphorical doors and invite this
community inside. In practice, a number of banks

So, what in practice are the most effective routes from

have started to recognise the possibilities and create

the theory of Adjacent Possibility exploitation to its

communities.

delivered reality? There are three:
1.

Co-creation

2.

Partnering

3.

Open APIs

The best example so far is the German challenger
bank Fidor. The foundation of their success is a rock
solid sense of purpose. They exist to create a new kind
of bank for the digital world. Their service offer and
customer experience are driven by powerful questions:
how do we make banking customer-centric, more
transparent and more contextual? Fidor creates a
strong sense of community, by regular interaction with
users and continuously seeking their opinions. They
don’t price and launch products on a ’take it or leave
it’ basis. Instead, they get feedback from customers on
everything from the price of the product to its name.
Co-creation builds a service user community to
empower the brand. Customers have a real opportunity
to play their part in the process of innovation. The
bank benefits from access to thinking from their most
important stakeholders - their customers. And their
customers are proving very adept at identifying the
Adjacent Possible.
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Partnering: Many forms of
partnership and many possibilities

Open APIs: Opening up new forms
of customer service experience

Partners bring a lot to the banking ecosystem. There

Open Application Programming Interfaces - APIs - are

are many profiles of potential partner and many forms

not new. They are an important route to expansion and

of partnership, but they can all help enrich customer

enrichment of customer experience. The number of

experience and empower internal teams. In practice,

APIs is showing exponential growth and this can only

there is a range of possible scenarios. A bank might

continue. Allowing applications to talk to each other

decide to work closely with software developers, to

creates more and more ways to broaden the service

leverage a new customer service that brings innovation

offer.

to market faster. Or they might gain an insider view
of market innovation, by investing in a challenger and

In the banking industry, open APIs provide an incredibly

getting up close to their activities and experience. Then

powerful tool to create new connections to customers

there is the option of involvement in the Venture Capital

and the market. These connections not only bring

community. Here, the reward is gaining entrepreneurial

customers and bank closer together. They allow for

perspective on ideas flow and problem solving.

‘mutual evolution’, where customers contribute to the
development of the service and the service changes

Banks such as BBVA are currently creating multiple

their financial lives.

partnerships, to help them learn new techniques and
develop new offerings. Rabobank’s work with start-

As an example, we can consider the API ‘Billionaires

ups in the Netherlands has meant learning from them

Club’ - companies whose APIs enjoy millions of

and adopting their technologies. Stemming from an

requests, e.g. Twitter, Facebook and Google. By

open-minded approach and willingness to ‘just give it a

making their APIs available, the ‘Billionaires’ make

try’, the gains include more effective engagement with

a whole range of new services possible, for example

younger consumers and increased insight among bank

log-ins via social sites, Facebook messenger bot and

staff into new trends and technologies.

sharing of information such as stock prices, flights
times or the delivery status of a customer order. In fact

The partnership possibilities mentioned so far are

the API Billionaires Club is about to welcome Trillionaire

clearly adjacent to the banks’ current activities. But

members.

there are also instances of moving into less familiar, if
not oblique, territory. Seven Investment Management,

Start-up bank Monzo uses information derived from

for example, is working with video-game developers

the Twitter API to link brands and logos to relevant

to build an application to explore different investment

lines on the bank statement. Customers can see at a

scenarios. This is a novel challenge for programmers

glance which brands they have been spending their

who previously worked on the Nintendo game Donkey

money with. The experience of looking at the bank

Kong. But the real point is that game-writing skills are

statement becomes something new and different.

adjacent to investment scenario creation and a new
and engaging digital customer experience is possible.
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Even if it is money ‘going out’, the consumer has more
of a memento of where it went than bare columns of
figures! Monzo has even linked the items on the bank
statement to the mapping software on the customer’s
device, so it can show the location where the transaction
took place. Knowing how much you spent, what you
spent it on and where you spent it: that’s a customer
experience. It’s also just one instance of the power of
Open APIs.
So, given their powerful capability to deliver innovation,
there is no doubt that APIs offer a significant route to
exploration of the Adjacent Possible.

SMS APIs

Travel APIs

Image APIs

Social APIs

Video APIs

Mapping APIs

Content APIs

Education APIs

Messaging APIs

Email APIs

Storage APIs

Film APIs

Search APIs

Voice APIs

Music APIs

Commerce APIs

Wearables APIs

Drone APIs

Weather APIs

Language APIs

Events APIs
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Summary: Expand, enrich and
energize your customer service
experience

Now explore the possibilities all
around – engage with the Adjacent
Possible

Our way of thinking about the digital future of banking

Find proven tools and ideas. Adapt them to meet the

focuses on a very exciting set of possibilities. These are

goals of your own organisation. Keep in mind that an

generated by the chain of thought processes we call

established idea, when transplanted into a different

the Adjacent Possible. True, the innovations described

context, can start a revolution. Source the right

here are not necessarily right for every bank, or indeed

alliances and partnerships to jump-start innovation and

for every customer. But for those who do choose this

make things happen. Innovate, accelerate and activate

route, there will be significant benefits:

the digital customer experience changes you want to

•

They will be more effective at identifying logical
steps to expanding and enriching their delivered
customer experience.

•

They will benefit from realising that the future does
not need to be invented from scratch.

•

They will see that the past and the present are full
of useful techniques and approaches.

•

And

they

will

understand

that

customer

experience trailblazing need not involve taking a
totally unfamiliar path.

make. And do it all with logic, relevance and a robust
buildout from the core of your service offer. This is the
power of the Adjacent Possible.
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